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This paper addresses plants as part of human-computer
interaction. First, I discuss the role different qualities of
ephemeral materials like plants can play for interaction.
Second, I introduce the “physicality representation
spectrum” using the example of plants as interaction
material, a structural approach that includes direct and
metaphorical applications of plants to HCI. Finally, the
paper concludes with emerging themes for naturebased and nature-inspired user interfaces that evolve
from this work.
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H.5.2 Information interfaces and presentation (e.g.,
HCI): User Interfaces – Input devices and strategies,
Interaction Styles.

Introduction
Experiencing nature is important for human wellbeing
and usually evokes joy and recreation, especially for
people who live in urban environments (e.g., [3]).
Thus, from a ubiquitous computing standpoint, which
interweaves computing into all areas, it is desirable to
explore unobtrusive ways to integrate technology into
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nature environments. Furthermore, it is valuable to
integrate natural elements into human-computer interaction (HCI) also in domestic or other contexts. In previous work, we have explored the use of natural materials and elements like water, plants, fire, or soap bubble as part of ephemeral user interfaces [6]. It is important to understand the different levels on which
materials like these unfold, and how they can be used
to shape interactions with technology [7]. Next to
properties, form factors or the human senses a material
addresses, the material meanings in certain use contexts and the users’ emotional responses play important roles (e.g., see also [10]). In this workshop
contribution, I focus on the use of plants as part of
human-computer interaction (for an overview of human-plant interaction see e.g., [23] and [19]). First, I
discuss the role different qualities of ephemeral materials like plants can play for interaction. Second, I introduce the “physicality representation spectrum” using
the example of plants as interaction material, a structural approach that discusses direct and metaphorical
applications of plants to HCI. Third, I conclude with
emerging themes for nature-based and nature-inspired
user interfaces that evolve from this work.

Using the Ephemeral Qualities of Plants for
Interaction
Integrating ephemerality, e.g. in form of ephemeral
interaction materials, into HCI has a number of potentials, which have to date not been explored sufficiently.
The notion of the ephemeral (literally meaning “lasting
only one day” or “daily”) comes along with a number of
meanings and associations. First of all, it refers to transience, to temporary phenomena that disappear after a
while. Bringing this to HCI offers new ways to deal with
the ever-growing amount of data and interfaces around
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us. A circuit printed on a banana leaf presents an example for a design exploration of a plant-based decaying computational element [9]. Connected to this is the
aspect of changing-over-time. Ephemeral materials
naturally grow, age, get patina or traces, decay and
disappear. These behaviors make them valuable and
meaningful. Nevertheless, digital artifacts generally do
not have these aspects integrated into their design in a
meaningful way. In the case of plants, e.g., the reaction to light and water has been applied to use them as
ambient displays (e.g., [11],[12],[17]). Third, natural
ephemeral materials provide a certain and unique aesthetics, often naturally evoking a multi-sensual experience and a strong emotional response. Especially for
plants it has been shown that people emotionally response to them, which has suggested human-plant
interaction application contexts like the creation of
companions for older adults [1] or social interaction for
patients and their loved ones [22]. A fourth interesting
aspect of the ephemeral is a natural “spirit of vagueness” [4] due transient states and limited controllability
of the materials. In contrast to conventional computing
approaches, this offers interesting and often beautiful
approaches for novel input and output strategies. For
example, the above mentioned ambient display plants
(e.g., [10],[11],[16]) might not present the data very
precisely but focus more on aspects of meaning and
emotion. This ambient approach to present data
through ephemeral materials also makes use of another
aspect of ephemerality: its connotation of triviality of
everyday life and the mundane, which makes ephemeral user interfaces so well suited to present information
unobtrusively at the periphery. Human-plant interfaces
are a very good example for this. In the following section, I will discuss strategies to directly or metaphori-
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cally include these qualities of plants into user interfaces along the physicality representation spectrum.

The Physicality Representation Spectrum:
From Physical to Digital Representations

Figure 1. The Physicality Representation
Spectrum. Starting from an interaction
material, it structures different levels of
representations within user interfaces:
direct physical representation, metaphorical physical representation and metaphorical digital representation. In the scope of
this paper, it is used to discuss naturebased and nature-inspired user interfaces
using the example of plants.

To use and apply certain properties, meanings and
emotional connotations of a material in a user interface, interaction designers have a wide spectrum of
options from directly applying material aspects physically by integrating the material itself to including only
selected aspects metaphorically. It offers an interesting
perspective to start thinking from a physical material
and then explore different representations of the material aspects as part of a user interface. The physicality
representation spectrum starts from a physical material, in this case plants, and incorporates different ways
to apply material aspects directly or metaphorically
within HCI. Inspired by the distinction between metaphor by verb and metaphor by noun as applied to tangible user interfaces by Fishkin [8] my spectrum includes metaphorical applications by verb and noun
within physical as well as digital representations. Overall, the spectrum is subdivided into three categories of
material application: direct application, metaphorical
physical application and metaphorical digital application.
Direct Application: Physical Representation
The direct application of properties, meanings and
evoked experiences of a physical material means that it
directly becomes part of a user interface, be it for output, input or both. In the case of plants as interaction
materials quite a number of works exist that have explored this design space, many presented in arts contexts. One of the first works using plants as input device is “Interactive Plant Growing” by Sommerer and
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Mignonneau, realized in 1993 [21]. Here, approaching
and touching plants triggered projected virtual plants to
grow. Other works have explored touching plants to
generate music (e.g., Akousmaflore [14], Botanicus
Interacticus [18]). Using real plants for output primarily
can be found in the form of ambient display applications, for example presenting the amount of communication (PlantDisplay [12]), trash disposal vs. recycling
(Infotropism [11]) or stock market rates (Yucca Invest
Trading Plant [17]). While these works use plants in
indoor environments, the project “The singing trees of
Tremough” [20] is an example for using trees for output in a nature outdoor environment. This installation
realizes a real time sonification of environment data
through distributed sensors and speakers in the trees.
Using plants for input and output at the same time has
been explored by Kuribayashi et al. who presented the
I/O plant toolkit and discussed a number of patterns for
using plants as sensors and actuators [13]. Angelini
and colleagues focused on the emotional relationship
between plants and older adults [1]. They sensed touch
interactions and the plant’s state and communicated
this via emoticons on a display located at the plant.
Integrating real plants into interaction is an interesting
direction in HCI that broaches issues such as expressiveness, emotional response and bringing joyful nature
into the context of user interfaces. Nevertheless, starting from real plants as interaction material, there are
further and more conventional ways to bring human
associations and impressions about plants into HCI. In
the scope of the physicality representation spectrum,
we look at other physical instantiations representing
plants as well as graphical representations.
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Metaphorical Application: Physical Representation
Tangible user interfaces are often physical representations that apply aspects taken from other physical materials in a metaphorical way, e.g. by applying aspects
of shape or typical manipulations for example. I call
this category metaphorical application with physical
representation. If aspects like properties, form factors,
or meanings of an original material are metaphorically
applied to another physical material, I speak about a
metaphor by noun. In case a handling or manipulating
a material that is physically represented or realized in
an embodied way in a user interface without integrating
the original material itself, I speak about a metaphor by
verb. Of course, UIs can also integrate both kinds of
metaphorical applications in one physical representation. This is for example done in the work of Wallbaum
et al. [22], who designed an artificial flower plant as
communication device for patients. It includes controllable LED lights for output and several direct interaction
techniques for input (e.g., removing a blossom, touching a leaf). Three other prototypes, infotropism [11],
LaughingLily [2] and Follow the Grass [16] focused on
metaphor by noun and realized robotic plants that
mimic the behavior of real plants in order to communicate information in an unobtrusive way.
Metaphorical Application: Digital Representation
Similarly, and with a longer tradition in HCI, plants, or
aspects of plants have been applied metaphorically
within graphical user interfaces, i.e., in digital representations. Similar to using real plants or mimicking them
through other physical representations, unobtrusiveness, visual appeal and handling information overload
were reasons to apply plant or flower metaphors in the
digital. In People Garden [25], for example, the authors
applied a flower metaphor to present a user’s data
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portrait based on his or her past activities on an online
message board. E.g., for posted messages the digital
flower representation gets novel petals and thus grows
and changes over time. A further example that explored plant and garden metaphors to represent data is
Wilkens’ Mail Garden [24], a tree visualization representing mails in an inbox (e.g., the height of a tree
reflects the length of an email). A further email visualization tool for email is Bloom [15]. It applies metaphor
by noun and verb and explores, next to the presentation of emails by blooms of a flower, also interactions
like plucking flowers (which removes items from a task
list) via touch interactions.

Discussion and Conclusion
Designing for unobtrusiveness is a major theme
throughout all different instances of representations of
plants in UIs (i.e., by integrating plants directly or metaphorically). Especially plants as ambient displays can
be found in all categories of the physicality representation spectrum, generally bringing aspects of nature into
domestic or artistic indoor environments and presenting
information in the periphery. One emergent theme in
the interaction between humans and real or robotic
plants explores the emotional relationship between
humans and plants, e.g., by encouraging touch interactions, an aspect that is less likely to be as strong and
expressive in digital presentations. A further theme
when taking real plants as interaction material focuses
on an amplified sensory experience of plants, especially
by giving the plants a voice and creating sound. In
future, further sensory experiences could be explored.
In HCI, most examples of human-plant interactions
have taken place in indoor environments, yet not so
much embedded in real nature environments, whilst
there is much potential of applying it outdoor as well.
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